Water Permeability Increase in Ultrafiltration Cellulose Acetate Membrane Containing Silver Nanoparticles
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Inorganic nanoparticles incorporation in polymer membranes for filtration processes has attracted the attention of researchers in order to improve in some ways their performance. In this work, AgNPs were synthesized "in situ" in cellulose acetate (CA) membrane by chemical reduction of a silver salt. The membranes were prepared by the nonsolvent induced phase inversion method. Asymmetric membranes without (CA-M) and with adsorbed AgNPs (CA-Ag-M) were obtained. Ultrafiltration properties were confirmed for both membranes (16 nm of average pore diameter) and average crystallite size of 21 nm for the adsorbed AgNPs was computed. Contact angle measured with Milli-Q water and dry CA-Ag-M is near zero while for the CA-M is around 80º. The CA-M showed water permeability of 214 Lh⁻¹m⁻², while the CA-Ag-M permeability was 1651 Lh⁻¹m⁻².
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1. Introduction

Ultrafiltration (UF) process has been widely used in efficient separation technology. UF membranes, with superficial pores ranging from 1 to 100 nm, retain macromolecules with molar mass in the range of 5 to 500 KDa. One of the polymers widely used to obtain these membranes is cellulose acetate (CA) because it is a good film forming material, of low cost, biocompatible, among others.

Recently, several studies have been carried out with the aim of improving the performance of UF membranes. Enhancing the hydrophilicity of the membrane surface is an effective method for improving its filtration properties. Studies have shown that the adsorption of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) onto membranes makes its surface more hydrophilic, allowing an increase in the flux that permeates the membrane, and consequently, its permeability.

Li and co-workers prepared a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane with Ag/TiO₂ nanoparticles, and using contact angle measurements, they observed that silver increased the membrane hydrophilicity. Dong, et al. incorporated AgNP sin situ to a commercial polyamide reverse osmosis membrane and water contact angle measurement also indicated increased surface hydrophilicity after AgNPs incorporation. Compared with commercial polyamide membrane, the water flux that permeates the membrane with silver increased from approximately 45 to 55 Lh⁻¹m⁻² and pressure of 1.55 MPa.

In the present work, cellulose acetate membrane with adsorbed AgNPs (CA-Ag-M) was obtained by the method of phase inversion and chemical reduction of a silver salt, respectively. In this way, the AgNPs are formed and adsorbed at the external surface of the membrane causing a change of the chemical composition of this surface layer providing also possible surface properties alterations. The obtained membranes were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and measurements of thickness, porosity, specific surface area, pore diameter and volume, water contact angle and permeability. Silver release from this membrane in an one hour of water filtration experiment was also measured.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Cellulose acetate (Mw 50000 g mol⁻¹, 39.7 g mol⁻¹ % acetyl) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (Mw 1300000) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Acetone, glacialacetic acid and silver nitrate were purchased from Synth. Hydroxylamine hydrochloride was purchased from Vetec. Ammonium hydroxide was purchased from Nuclear. These materials
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were used as received without further purification. Other materials as chrome nickel wire (thickness of 0.4 mm), glass plate (20x20 cm), distilled and Milli-Q water were used.

2.2. CA-M preparation

Initially a solution containing 10% (w/w) cellulose acetate, 17% (w/w) acetic acid, 23% (w/w) water and 50% (w/w) acetone was prepared. Posteriorly, near 20 mL of this solution was distributed with a glass bar on a glass plate containing two stretched nickel-chromium wires (0.4 mm thick) to allow membrane thickness control. After five minutes of solvent evaporation, the glass plate was introduced into a recipient containing distilled water at temperature of 10 ºC for polymer coagulation. The obtained membrane (CA-M) was kept in a recipient (with distilled water) at temperature of approximately 10 ºC, or lyophilized for future characterizations. After membrane lyophilization, the surface in contact with the glass was identified as opaque (O), and the surface in contact with air as brilliant (B).

2.3. "In situ" synthesis of AgNPs onto CA-M

AgNPs were synthesized on the CA-M surface using a methodology employed previously by our group. Three aqueous solutions were prepared separately: 0.06 molL⁻¹ silver nitrate-AgNO₃ and 0.2% m/v polyvinylpyrrolidone-PVP (solution I), 0.2% w/v PVP and ammonium hydroxide-NH₄OH (pH 12.5) (solution II) and 0.2% w/v PVP and 0.002 molL⁻¹ hydroxylamine reducing agent NH₂OH(solution III). 1g of the wet membrane was placed in contact with 0.1 L of solution I for 24 hours at room temperature. Subsequently this material was removed and immersed in 0.1 L of solution II and maintained at room temperature with stirring. Then, 0.05 L of solution III was added dropwise until the total reduction of silver, which was observed visually. The obtained membranes (CA-Ag-M) were washed with distilled water and kept in a container (with distilled water) at a temperature of approximately 10 ºC, or lyophilized for further characterizations.

2.4. Characterization of the CA-M and CA-Ag-M

The X-ray diffractograms (XRD) of the opaque surface of CA-M and CA-Ag-M were obtained using a SHIMADZU D6000 spectrometer, and a tube with Cu Kα radiation of 1.54Å. The experimental conditions used were: 20 = 10-80° and 2θ/min⁻¹. The average diameter of the silver crystallites (d) was estimated by the Scherrer equation using the silver characteristic peak at 20 = 38.1°, and Equation A.

\[ d = \frac{0.9\lambda}{B\cos\theta_{B}} \]  

(A)

In this equation, \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the X-rays, \( B \) is the half-height width of the sample peak, and \( \theta_{B} \) is the corresponding Bragg angle.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of opaque, brilliant, and cross-section surface of the membranes without and with silver, were obtained using a SHIMADZU SX-550 Supercan microscope. SEM images of the membrane cross section were obtained from samples fractured immediately after immersion in liquid nitrogen. The samples were prepared according to a standard procedure, fixed with conductive paste and coated with a thin layer of gold.

For membranes porosity evaluation, small pieces (approximately 4 cm²) absorbed with distilled water were cut out. These were dried on a paper towel and weighed. They were then placed in a recipient, and it was kept in an incubator at 80 ºC for 24 h to dry completely. Subsequently, the membrane pieces were weighed again. Membranes porosity was calculated using Equation B¹⁴:

\[ P(\%) = \left( \frac{Q_{a} - Q_{b}}{A h} \right) \times 100 \]  

(B)

In equation B, \( P \) is the porosity (%), \( Q_{a} \) is the mass of the wet membrane (g), \( Q_{b} \) is the mass of the dry membrane (g), \( A \) is the wet membrane area (cm²) and \( h \) is the wet membrane thickness (cm). Measurements were performed in triplicate.

The measurements of the specific surface area, pore diameter and volume of the membranes were realized by \( N_{2} \) adsorption usinga QUANTA CHROME - Nova 1000 series instrument, using the BET (Brunauer-Emmet-Teller) and BJH (Barret-Joyner-Halenda) methods. Approximately 9.8 mg of each sample was treated with \( N_{2} \) flux.

Contact angle measurements of Milli-Q water onto lyophilized CA membranes were performed using Tantec Contact Angle Meter - Cam-Micro model.

2.5. Performance of the CA-M and CA-Ag-M

A dead-end ultrafiltration system was used in this work. The system consists of a selective membrane module with area of 2.58 cm², 4L of water capacity coupled with a \( N_{2} \) cylinder.

All membranes were pressurized with Milli-Q water at 1.5 bar for 15 minutes before flux measurement. At pressures of 1.0; 1.5; 2.0; 2.5 and 3.0 bar the Milli-Q water flux that permeates the membrane was measured. In these measurements, the time required to collect 2 mL of water was verified. The analysis was performed in duplicate. The water flux was calculated according to Equation C.

\[ J = \left( \frac{\Delta V}{A \Delta t} \right) \]  

(C)

In this equation, \( J \) is the water flux (Lh⁻¹m⁻²), \( \Delta V \) is the permeate volume (L), \( A \) is the membrane area (m²) and \( \Delta t \) is the permeation time (h).

Silver liberation from CA-Ag-M in the permeated water was evaluated using Milli-Q water, for 1 h of filtration period at pressure of 2.5 bar. Aliquots were removed every 15 minutes and the result was obtained by averaging the 4 measurements. Permeate absorbance measurements were performed on a
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the CA-M and CA-Ag-M

Silver nanoparticles were synthesized in situ onto the CA-M surface. A silver salt solution was used for the silver ions to diffuse until CA-M surface. Polyvinylpyrrolidone was used to control the silver growing particle diameter as well as their stability. Sodium hydroxide was used to accelerate the synthesis reaction and to allow smaller particle diameters. Studies have shown that pH influences the diameter of the particles, higher pHs infer in smaller particle diameter.

The XRD graphs of the prepared membranes opaque surface are shown in Figure 1. A typical curve of amorphous CA was observed in the region of 2θ=10 to 30°. The CA-Ag-M diffractogram indicate the formation of silver in the region of 2θ=38.1; 44.3 and 64.4° which can be attributed to the crystallographic planes (111), (200) and (220), respectively. These peaks are characteristic of silver with face-centered cubic structure (PCPDF# 893722). According to the Scherrer equation, the estimated average diameter of the silver crystallites adsorbed on the membrane (using (111) reflection plane) was 21 nm.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the opaque surface, brilliant surface and cross section of the CA-M and CA-Ag-M were obtained (Figure 2). It can be noted that the filtering layer or brilliant surface of the membranes (Fig. 2 A and D) is slightly rough and homogeneous without visible pores, where as at the supporting layer or opaque surface (Fig. 2B and E) pores with diameters around 20 nm can be seen. SEM images of the membranes cross section (Fig. 2C and F) show the fine filtering layer as well as the thick supporting layer in both asymmetric membranes. It is also possible to observe distributed particles at both surfaces of the CA-Ag-M images (D and E) which correspond to AgNPs.

The thickness of the CA membranes were measured and the results are shown in Table 1. As expected, silver adsorption on the membrane did not alter its thickness, while lyophilization reduces its thickness in approximately 50%.

Specific surface area as well as parameters such as pore diameter and volume can be estimated from the N₂ adsorption isotherm, using the BET and BJH methods (see Table 2). It is possible to observe a small decrease in the specific surface area, and in the pore volume and diameter of CA-Ag-M compared to CA-M, probably due to the volume occupied by the AgNPs.

The membranes porosity was also measured and CA-Ag-M as well as CA-M presented similar results, nearly 13.6 ± 0.4. Porosity did not vary because AgNPs adsorb preferentially at the outer surfaces and not at the internal pores.

Furthermore, measurements of the contact angle of water onto dry CA-M and CA-Ag-M were measured. The contact angle of CA-M was 80±2°, however for the CA-Ag-M it was not possible to measure because the drop spread fully, showing that in situ adsorbed AgNPs provided a very hydrophilic surface. This property is very important for increasing the membrane permeability.

3.2. Performance of the CA-M and CA-Ag-M

Results of permeability tests performed with the obtained membranes can be seen in Figure 3. This parameter increases...
from 214 to 1651 Lh⁻¹m⁻² after adsorption of AgNPs on the membrane. Since there is no change in average pore diameter of the membranes, this phenomenon can be explained based on the hydrophilic surface that the AgNPs cause on the membrane, allowing the water flux to be more permeable in CA-Ag-M when compared to the CA-M.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Specific surface area m²/g</th>
<th>Volume cm³/g</th>
<th>Pore diameter nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA-M</td>
<td>90.29</td>
<td>29.74</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA-Ag-M</td>
<td>87.34</td>
<td>25.67</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results obtained from the N₂ adsorption isotherm of the membranes.

Figure 3. Water permeability using Milli-Q water of the (A) CA-M and (B) CA-Ag-M.

A study was carried out regarding the release of silver incorporated into the membranes during the water filtration process. Silver content in permeated water was determined by means of atomic absorption with graphite furnace. Initially, a calibration curve was constructed with silver concentration in the range from 0.25 to 20.00 µg L⁻¹ (see Figure 4). In the water collected after a period of one hour of filtration through the CA-Ag-M, a silver concentration of 0.12 µg L⁻¹ was detected. This value is much lower than the maximum limit of silver contaminants in drinking water (100 µg L⁻¹) proposed by the regulation of the environmental protection agency and the guidelines of the World Health Organization.

4. Conclusion

Asymmetric cellulose acetate membranes (CA-M and CA-Ag-M) were prepared and characterized. The membranes were obtained by the phase inversion method and AgNPs were deposited by a chemical reduction method of a silver salt. Based on the average pore diameter (16 nm) and water permeability at 1-3 bar of applied pressure (214 to 1651 Lh⁻¹m⁻²) data, CA-M and CA-Ag-M are classified as ultrafiltration membranes. AgNPs with a mean crystallite diameter of 21 nm distributed homogeneously were observed on the surface of CA-Ag-M. AgNPs modify the membrane surface making it hydrophilic, increasing eight times the permeation flux when compared with the CA-M. The release of silver from the CA-Ag-M in the permeate in one hour water filtration was very small, the silver concentration determined by atomic absorption was lower than the maximum limit of silver contaminants in drinking water (100 µg L⁻¹) established by the regulation of the environmental protection agency and the guidelines of the World Health Organization.
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